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Introduction 

Dear Readers, 

Vienna is one of the five largest ICT metropolises in Europe. Around 5,700 ICT firms generate about 20 billion Euros 
annually. The 8,800 national and international ICT companies in the “Vienna Region” (Vienna, Lower Austria and 
Burgenland) are responsible for two thirds of the total turnover of the ICT sector in Austria. 

According to various studies, Vienna scores especially strongly in innovative power, comprehensive support for start-
ups, and a strong focus on sustainability. Vienna also occupies the top positions in multiple "Smart City" rankings. This 
location is also appealing due to its research- and technology-friendly climate, its geographical and cultural vicinity to 
the growth markets in the East, the high quality of its infrastructure and education system, and last but not least the 
best quality of life worldwide. 

In order to make optimal use of this location's potential, the Vienna Business Agency functions as an information and 
cooperation platform for Viennese technology developers. It networks enterprises with development partners and 
leading economic, scientific and municipal administrative customers, and supports the Viennese enterprises with 
targeted monetary funding and a variety of consulting and service offerings. 

Support in this area is also provided by the technology platform of the Vienna Business Agency. At 
technologieplattform.wirtschaftsagentur.at, Vienna businesses and institutions from the field of technology can 
present their innovative products, services and prototypes as well as their research expertise, and find development 
partners and pilot customers.  

This technology report provides an overview of the various trends and developments in the field of mobile apps as well 
as a selection of over 50 Vienna companies and individuals who are active in the mobile apps sector. 

Your Vienna Business Agency team 
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1 Mobile Apps Conquer the World 

“We have reinvented the phone,” said Apple founder Steve Jobs seemingly pretentious at the launch of the iPhone in 
2007. But as a matter of fact this cell phone turned the industry upside down, since for the first time, the focus was no 
longer on the phone itself, but on its software, the apps. On 10 July 2008 the App Store went online and 500 
applications were made available. 

Meanwhile, Apple has over 900,000 apps and 50 billion downloads.1 At the current rate 800 applications get 
downloaded every second on average. A huge market emerged overnight. The competition followed. Google’s Play 
Store with programs for Android devices is running at full speed today similar to Apple’s service, Microsoft has its own, 
although far smaller app platform. 

“Mobile phones became smartphones for two reasons, technology and apps,” explains Caroline Milanesi of the market 
research firm Gartner.2 While new features such as cameras, GPS and various sensors were added to mobile phones 
through technological development, apps have combined these functions in such a way as to noticeable facilitate our 
daily life. This has shaken the entire world of technology as the latest figures show. 

The global PC and laptop market experienced a decline of 10 percent in 2013, according to market researchers of IDC,3 
the largest decline in the history of the computer. The main reason for this was the boom in smartphones and tablet 
PCs. The range of available applications increased simultaneously. 

Apps have dramatically changed cell phone use. For example, the traditional SMS has already been replaced by 
applications such as WhatsApp according to a study4 by the consulting firm Informa. Additionally, a completely new 
market has emerged with new players and business models, even in Austria. 

 

 

                                                                    
1 http://www.apple.com/at/pr/library/2013/05/16Apples-App-Store-Marks-Historic-50-Billionth-Download.html 
2 http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2621915 
3 http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS24466513 
4 http://www.informa.com/Media-centre/Press-releases--news/Latest-News/OTT-messaging-traffic-will-be-twice-volume-of-P2P-SMS-traffic-this-year/ 

Gartner, IDC, Plum Consulting, VisionMobile, ABI Research 
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2 The Markets are Changing 

2.1 International 

The sales of smartphones are expected to grow from one billion in 2013 to around 1.7 billion in 2017, according to 
analysts. For tablets, an increase from 227 million to 407 million is forecast. Notebooks stagnate more or less at 
around 190 million and desktop PCs sales are supposed to decrease slightly.  

A total of 51 billion Euros were generated worldwide in 2013 with apps and related products and services. The EU-28 
accounted for 11.2 billion Euros according to a study.5 The proportion of free apps amounted to about 92 percent 
globally and is expected to rise. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                    
5 http://actonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/The-European-App-Economy.pdf 

Gartner, IDC, Plum Consulting, VisionMobile, ABI Research 
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The number of app downloads in 2013 is estimated at around 70 billion,6 with 56 billion for smart phones and around 
14 billion for tablet PCs. While Apple, with its iOS operating system in tablet PCs is still leading in the market with 
around 75 percent and is well ahead of Android with 17 percent, Google is definitely number 1 in terms of smartphone 
operating systems with 58 percent, ahead of iOS with 33 percent. 
 

 

 
 

                                                                    
6 https://www.abiresearch.com/press/android-will-account-for-58-of-smartphone-app-down 

VisionMobile 

Top Apps 
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2.2 Austria 
 
The smartphone penetration in Austria is very high at 92 percent, according to the Mobile Communication Report 
2016.7 58 percent of the population owns a tablet PC Apple as well. Domestic mobile phone users are especially using 
the Android operating system (61 percent) and iOS (22 percent), Windows Phone (5 percent) is clearly lagging. 76 
percent included a data package in their tariff. 

The features used the most each day on mobile phones are the watch (78 percent), phone calls (76 percent), instant 
messaging services (64 percent) and internet surfing (60 percent). Email (55 percent) and social media services (47 
percent) come in fourth and fifth place. About 94 percent of the domestic smartphone owners use apps, 25 percent 
have installed more than ten applications. 73 percent use apps that access their location via GPS, but only 8 percent 
enable push functions for all their installed apps. Only a few apps offer 37 percent push functions. For social media 
apps, WhatsApp is most often used (83 percent), followed by Facebook (56 percent), Instagram (17 percent) and 
Snapchat (12 percent). 

 

2.3 Vienna 
 
In Vienna, KMU primarily specializes in 
app development along with sole 
proprietor businesses. Large international 
companies play a subordinate role in this 
area. New ideas come from the start-up 
scene among other things. There are 
already some success stories. According to 
the Austrian start-up report, around 60 
percent of the founders received public 
support in 2013.8 70 percent believe that 
entrepreneurship and innovation have 
received more attention in recent years. 
The leading role of Vienna in Open 
Governmental Data (OGD) must play a 
role in this.  

Private investments, however, still need to 
catch up. Up to 15 million Euros a year, 
from private individuals, flow into start-
ups according to experts. If, for example, 
0.5 percent of the domestic foundation 
assets, around 70 billion Euros, were to be 
invested in start-ups, Vienna could 
certainly compete with the exemplary 
cities of Berlin, London, Stockholm and 
Barcelona. 

The networking of participants in the 
research department of the “mobile apps” 
market seems to be rather weak, it is 
however, strong in the educational sector. 
For example, many industry experts are 
working as lecturers. 

                                                                    
7 http:// www.mmaaustria.at/html/img/pool/1_Mobile_Communications_Report16.pdf 
8 http://de.slideshare.net/SpeedInvest/austrian-startupreport2013-speedinvest 
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3 Where is the Trend Going? 

Apps have now arrived at the center of media use, on par with the web, TV and other types of media. The demands on 
developing businesses have increased accordingly. “Apps are no longer a detached mobile product, but closely linked 
to the marketing, communications or marketing strategy of a company,” said Milan Antonijevic, Director of Sales & 
New Business of Cellular, a company specializing in mobile solutions with offices in Vienna and Hamburg. 

Customers have made their first experience with apps and want to take the next major step, since the number of 
possible applications of smartphones has been increasing rapidly due to continuous development. Topics such as self-
tracking, 3D, indoor navigation and augmented reality can be given as examples. 

Results are to be expected from “wearables,” which are now entering the market. Also the option to “pay with the 
smartphone” seems to be gaining momentum. Experts describe the smart TV sector as a “sleeping giant.” New 
developments are expected in terms of technology and content in this area. Apps are also increasingly being used to 
change existing processes in companies. 

Moreover, there are higher technical requirements in this area, because interfaces are connected to major enterprise 
systems such as ERP or CRM more and more and demands on interaction and interfaces are ever increasing, according 
to consultant Emakina.  

With the trend toward more open data, more and more hobby developers will create mobile services in addition to 
companies, due to the increased accessibility of open data. Another huge field of application is “how-to” applications or 
operating instructions. Generally Android has increasingly become the focus of the developers in Europe, but an 
increase of the market share is expected for the Windows Phone as well.  

3.1 New business models for the app market 
 
The 17-year-old Briton Nick D'Aloisio, who allegedly was paid $ 30 million by Internet pioneer Yahoo, for his news app 
Summly, owes his breakthrough to a combination of luck and clever self-marketing. But not every app is that 
successful. The Finnish company Rovio made almost 40 flops before landing a mega-hit with “Angry Birds.” 
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In general, it is still unclear which one of the different business models will prevail in the medium term. In principle, 
you have to distinguish whether an app is to be sold directly to users, or whether it is a job for a major client. The latter 
currently seems most profitable, even if the prices for development of applications are falling due to the intense 
competition in the mobile market.  

In addition to paid apps, the range of end applications includes free applications that are financed through advertising 
or additional offers, such as in-app purchases. Currently, more than 90 percent of app downloads are free, which 
generates income for the developing company only through an indirect route. 

However, ad-supported apps are only profitable when they are used by many people. One difficulty is that the 
advertising market in this respect is still rather conservative. “For games, however, the freemium model is very 
popular. In this business model, an app is available for free in its basic version and additional features or levels can 
then be purchased subsequently,” said Michael Steiner, CEO of all about apps GmbH.Many vendors and providers, 
such as traditional advertising agencies, take over the entire value chain of digital projects from the web to the mobile 
application. 

 
Developer Economics 
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3.2 What does the future hold in the app sector? 
 
According analysis, the trend towards mobile devices will continue in the medium term and is even likely to increase in 
many regions. In-app purchases will bring the big business to companies in the future, in other words, additional 
functions or virtual items that can be purchased by the users within an application. Their share in total sales will rise 
from eleven percent last year to 48 percent by 2017, according to market researchers. The Google system Android and 
Apple’s iOS will remain the most important platforms. Combined they will account for about 90 percent of downloads.  

How dynamically the “app economy” is developing, is also shown in a study by the Association for Competitive 
Technology. According to it, a lot of new jobs were created in the European Union over the past years, thanks to the 
app industry, which now generates more than ten billion Euros in sales.  

4 App Location Vienna 

As a capital, Vienna has a good infrastructure and broadband coverage. Its geographic location and center function 
must also be noted. Many companies that play an important role in the value chain are based in Vienna, which allows 
direct contact and personal exchange.  

“It is easy to network here and find the right contact partners. Contact with Central and Eastern Europe is also very 
feasible from Vienna,” explains Thomas Wedl, Country Manager CEE of Cellular.  

“The city of Vienna is also considered one of the most livable cities in the world. That makes it interesting for potential 
workers from other countries as well,” said Chris Budgen, Manager at diamond:dogs. But there are also disadvantages 
the experts explain. The new media agency IQ mobile, for example, argues the high labor and office rental cost. 
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However, the profit in Vienna is usually lower as compared to the international market, considers Fluidtime, a 
company specializing in mobility information systems. But developers have more opportunities to advance within the 
company and get further education in this country. Currently, there are still a relatively large number of hobby and 
amateur developers in Vienna by international standards, because the market for app development has only started 
rolling around the year 2008 in Vienna, said Fluidtime.  

Another advantage of the location from the standpoint of the industry is the high penetration of mobile devices, which 
means that the population is increasingly dealing with media and technology.  

Even if competition continues to increase, Vienna seems well positioned. The central function, combined with a high 
quality of life, well-developed infrastructure and a small, highly networked community distinguishes the location. On 
top of that, there are various funding and support programs. Existing and newly emerging educational programs are 
rated by industry experts as being quite good, which means the pool of skilled workers will be sufficient. Overall, the 
past achievements of the Vienna “app community” highlight the innovative strength of enterprises and the quality of 
the location. 
 

4.1 Education situation for app developers 
 
App developers are high in demand. Since the profession is still very young, the training market is manageable. 
Industry experts especially recommend the Technical College of Vienna and the University of Technology (TU) Vienna. 
Special praise is also given to the Upper Austria University of Applied Sciences in Hagenberg. In general, the industry 
seems satisfied with the services, even if there is a need for optimization due to its slightly late start. 

A more general education in software development is available at the Vienna University of Technology, more 
specifically tailored is the “Mobile Computing” program in Hagenberg, or the mobile computing specialization in the 
business information technology section at the Technical College of Economics Vienna. The latter provide a technical 
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crash course (three semesters) for app developers. In addition to that some courses are offered by the BFI 
(Berufsförderungsinstitut, Vocational Training Institute) or the SAE Institute  

However, industry experts raise the question whether an excessive specialization in mobile computing is at all useful. 
“A lot of knowledge that can be taught today in universities and colleges will be obsolete in a few years. What counts is 
a really solid foundation in software development, interdisciplinary thinking and personal commitment,” said Ernst 
Demmel, Senior Strategist at the new media agency Netural. 

“Experience is important above all” says Michael Steiner from the aaa - all about apps agency. “But this does not 
necessarily have to come from education or the professional environment. Even private hobby projects on the topic of 
apps already bring much valuable insight.” One advantage in Vienna is that the practical experience of the developer 
counts more than his academic title, according to Fluidtime. “There is extremely good personnel with a very good 
education in Austria and Vienna. Recruitment is much more difficult in Germany,” says Thomas Wedl. 

4.2 Successful apps from Vienna 
 
The Vienna “app community” has already launched numerous highly successful applications on the market. They 
range from passenger information to mobile card games.  

The app qando, developed by software specialists Fluidtime for the public transport and the Transport Association 
Eastern Region allows you, for example, to get mobile information about the progress of the metro, bus and streetcar 
services and has already won several awards. qando was also nominated for the National Multimedia Award and 
received the “ebiz egovernment award” and the National Consulting Award. 

Shpock — the flea market app was launched in 2012 and offers a sales platform for secondhand products. The app has 
already been downloaded 30 million times and with sales over 6 billion Euros. In 2013, they won the futurezone Award 
and were nominated for the Content Awards Vienna of the Vienna Business Agency for category apps and FemPower. 

mySugr developed a smartphone app to support diabetes therapies, which is used by more than 76,000 people. The 
Viennese company, which was supported by the founding service INiTS was named “Most Promising Company in 
2011” by the Hasso Plattner Ventures Forum and awarded the “National Marketing Award 2013” for the best start-up 
marketing company in Austria.  

The e-health company Diagnosia develops innovative solutions for everyday clinical practice, including a drug index, 
which is available as a smartphone application.  

The Cellular agency with offices in Vienna and Hamburg developed the second screen app used at the Alpine Ski 
World Cup 2013-14 for the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation (ORF). It was No. 1 on the download charts in the 
Austrian iTunes Store within twelve hours according to the company. At peak times the app was accessed 125,000 
times per minute. 

The new media agency IQ mobile developed the mobile app for the paysafecard, an anonymous prepaid payment 
medium. In 2012, the company was placed at number 1 by the medianet industry ranking in the categories 
“innovation” and “creativity.” 

The start-up company indoo.rs, supported by the Vienna Business Agency and others, enables the precise navigation 
and location-based services indoors right on smart phones and tablets. Its customer base includes global and national 
giants like the San Francisco Airport, Konica Minolta, the Austrian Federal Railways, Immofinanz Group, etc. The 
software is available for app developers via license. “We offer technology that enables agencies and developers to unite 
the digital world with physical space and create innovative location-based solutions,” says indoo.rs. 
 
With their appropriately formulated motto “your success is our banana!”, Blue Monkeys has operated as a digital 
agency on the market for more than 15 years. With over 700 projects implemented, including established apps for 
customers like Wien Energie, MAM Babyartikel, UNIQA or das Haus der Musik, the “apes” stomp competitors with 
experience. Their “Extra Sausage App” is noteworthy among others for Wien Energy, the MAM Baby Journal App and 
the emergency aid app of the Generali Group. 
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Digitalsunray is responsible for implementing creative solutions in the digital mobile campaign field and mobile 
media planning for well-known national and international brands and developed a technical solution for key media 
companies and publishers like willhaben.at or Laola1.tv with ADvantage, a marketing SDK and web framework, for the 
frictionless delivery of innovative rich media campaigns in their mobile digital portal and apps portfolio.  

The consulting firm Emakina developed the very popular BILLA iPhone app. The aaa - all about apps agency, with 
locations in Vienna and Munich, programmed and marketed more than 50 apps and has had over 50 million 
downloads. Projects were done for example for A1, Wüstenrot and Haribo. 

Tripwolf, an online guide, which is also available as a travel app is very successful. The Viennese company Ulmon 
offers applications for “smart travelers,” combining maps with user-generated content. 

There are some providers who are successful with their apps in other federal states as well. These include, for example, 
the augmented reality specialist Wikitude (Salzburg), or sports app developer Runtastic (Upper Austria), which was 
bought by the German adidas Group.  

bluesource – mobile solutionsis successful throughout Europe with its mobile app solutions, serving a clientele in 
the area of m-commerce from Vodafone to REWE International and leading financial institutions. 

The multimedia agency Nous, with subsidiaries in the USA and Denmark, originally distinguished itself with 
exhibition guides for art and cultural institutions, and is now also established in the mobile app development sector. 
Customers include, for example, Ö3, Red Bull and the NDR.  

atwork information technology GmbH specializes in Windows 8 apps. They developed, for example, a 
ViennaApp, with which you can get information about all public services offered by the city of Vienna.  

Developer DonkeyCat put the card game “Schnapsen,” which is especially popular in Austria and neighboring 
countries, into an app.  

The CSS team sofware experts have implemented the "WetterService Plus" app for the City of Vienna. The app offers 
regular weather forecasts, including storm warnings, for any desired location in Austria and a 5-day forecast for travel 
destinations. It is available to everyone for free download. 

FLUXGUIDE gshapes app innovations worldwide and can show successful implementations, e.g. in the USA 
(customers: NASA, Kennedy Space Center), China, Saudi Arabia, Costa Rica and the entire EU. The Vienna Markets 
app, the Vienna Waterway app and the Vienna Land Zones app were implemented for Vienna. Additional customers 
from the public sector include the states of Lower Austria, Tirol and Burgenland. 

The Vienna digital agency and mobile app developer bitfabrik 
also proves its expertise as a full stack partner apart from 
streaming and VOD solutions. For win2day, the 12-person team 
developed the complete game portfolio as native iOS and 
Android apps. Thanks to optimized tablet versions, the Lotto, 
EuroMillions, poker and sports betting are more fun. Loading 
credit becomes child’s play with the EuroBon scanner, and the 
integration of TouchID ensures the iOS app customary security 
even without needing to enter a password every time. With the 
continuing stand-alone app “Lotto-Glücksbote”, customers of the 
Austrian lottery receive an overview of their betting slips and are 
informed of their winnings via push notifications. All scanned 
receipts can be scanned with the good luck memory and looked 
at in detail. The receiving office finder shows users the shortest 
way to the next receiving point and when it is open. 

The innovation center EVOLARIS focuses on growing customer 
experience and developed, together with the Austrian energy 
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agency, the ecoGator app which users use to provide feedback at the point of sale when shopping for energy-efficient 
household devices. The consumer app ecoGator was awarded the European Sustainable Energy Award (EUSEW). 
Moreover, customer relations were strengthened with the Raiffeisen Club app developed by EVOLARIS, which enables 
targeted and location-based communication with customers. 

The Austrian company ViewAR was already able to make a name for itself around the world with its augmented and 
virtual reality 3D visualization app in Silicon Valley. The app created for Bang & Olufsen premiered there as the “2016 
best augmented reality app in the world”. The company is top dog for creating augmented reality apps in the furniture 
sector—ViewAP has apps for leading international furniture companies like Interio, Kare Design, Willisau, Royal 
Botania, Norr11, Steinway&Sons, Rika Kamine, etc. The 3D tools are also used by real estate developers and for sales 
optimization in various sectors. The recently released SDK enables IT companies to make augmented and virtual 
reality apps independently. 

You can find a selection of companies in Vienna that develop apps in the appendix. 
 

4.3 Activities and Events in Vienna 
 
The range of events and awards in and around Vienna on the topic of apps is relatively broad. The technology news 
portal futurezone.at bestows the technology and innovation award “futurezone Award” in seven categories, as well as 
six special awards, including App of the Year The app Vereinsplaner was recognized in 2016, an app which helps clubs 
with planning and organization. 

The platform MobileMonday (MoMo) Austria organizes several events each year on mobile topics and has been active 
in Austria since 2009. It is organized by several volunteer experts of the industry. There is a “Demo Night” once a year, 
where the best mobile services get chosen by a panel of judges and audience voting via SMS. An “Austrian App Atlas” 
can also be found which is comprised of about 100 applications. 

The annual study9 of the Mobile Marketing Association (MMA) Austria also addresses the subject of apps, providing an 
overview of the Austrian mobile user habits. The MMA sees itself as an independent advocate for all representatives of 
the mobile marketing value chain and has about 30 members.   

                                                                    
9 http://www.mmaaustria.at/ 
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5 Services of the Vienna Business Agency 

 

5.1 Information & Consulting 
 
The objective of the Vienna Business Agency is the continuous development of international competitiveness by 
supporting the Vienna-based companies and its innovative strength, as well as a sustainable modernization of the 
business location. To achieve this, the Vienna Business Agency provides free consultations to all entrepreneurs in 
Vienna on the topics of business creation, business location or expansion, business support and financing. 
Furthermore, networking contacts in the Viennese economy are also made available. 

The Vienna Business Agency supports and helps businesses complete their research and development projects with 
both individual consulting and monetary funding. Depending on requirements, they will receive information about 
sponsorships, financing opportunities, possible development partners, research service providers, or research 
infrastructure, according to their needs. 

The Vienna Business Agency sees itself as a network of the Viennese ICT industry and supports businesses with 
consultations, as well with distribution and networking among themselves. Events and workshops on topics from the 
field of ICT are held regularly. 

Additionally, the Vienna Business Agency helps company relocations or internationalization services. Help is provided 
to business founders and young entrepreneurs in the start-up area. Free workshops and training sessions on topics of 
everyday business are offered as well as small, affordable office spaces. 
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5.2 Content Award Vienna 
 
Since 2009, the Vienna Business Agency awards prizes for the best shorts, games, apps and visuals of the city at the 
“Vienna Content Award.” The Content Award is one of the most important awards for digital content in Austria. In 
addition to the main prizes in the amount of 5,000 Euros each, numerous partners donate prizes and promotional 
value. 

5.3 Vienna Content Award winning apps 2009-2015 
 

CATEGORY APP APPLICANT 

Content Award 2015 

1. place, mobile & wearable category LIGHTSCORES ALLES oder Licht e.U. 

Nominiert Waltzing Atoms 3DataXGmbH & Co KG 

Nominiert MoCo Motion Andreas Friedl 

Content Award 2014 

1. place, apps category Journi Journi GmbH 

1. place, Open Data special prize and 
nominated for apps category 

zoomsquare Immobilien App zoomsquare GmbH 

1. place, FemPower category and 
nominated for apps category 

SiGame 
equalizent GmbH, arx anima, IBM, 
Signtime 

1. place, Infoscreen Special Prize  SecureBeam expressFlow GmbH 

1. place, Wiener Zeitung Special Prize Newspeak flamingOs 

Content Award 2013 

1. place, apps category Tagtool OMAi 

Nominated for apps category and 
FemPower category 

Shpock Finderly GmbH 

Nominated for apps category AniMedes Ani Medical and vielgesundheit.at 

Nominated for FemPower category  FEM:Help 
Günther Tschabuschnig for the Federal 
Chancellery 

1. place, Open Data Special Prize Story Hunter Team Story Hunter 

Nominated for Open Data Special Prize Wann. Deine Abfahrt. Sofort Patrick Wolowicz 

Nominated for Open Data Special Prize BigDataMaps 
Andreas Langegger, Sindre Wimberger, 
Andreas Trawöger 

1. place, Infoscreen Special Prize Shopikon Shopikon 

Content Award 2012 

1. place, apps category CutoutCam Stephan Petzl 

1. place, Infoscreen Special Prize and 
nominated for apps category 

Lil‘ Red Brian Main 
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Nominated for apps category SummitLynx SummitLynx New Media 

1. place, Smart City Special Prize 
MyITS (My Personalized Intelligent 
Mobility Service) 

Patrick Schneider 

1. place, Infoscreen Special Prize BETTERY – Busy people healthy. dr. raphael schneeberger 

1. place, Infoscreen Special Prize Woody Florian Jungwirth 

1. place, Open Data IT Cluster Special 
Prize 

Parken Wien – Kurzparkzonen and 
SMS Parkticket 

Alexander Schuch 

Content Award 2011 

1. place, apps category and 1. place, 
FemPower category 

OhMiBod Remote Heather Kelley 

Nominated for apps category The Code maystorm software development GmbH 

Nominated for apps category SOLight anvartec 

1. place, Open Data category Toilet Map Vienna Robert Harm 

Nominated for Open Data category  
pocketAustria.at – Dein mobiler 
Stadtbegleiter 

Benedikt Schultes 

1. place, Smart City Special Prize Urban bitLife Martina Schönherr 

1. place, Infoscreen Special Prize Schwarzkappler App Maximilian Nimmervoll 

Content Award 2010 

1. place, mobile app category abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Jörg Piringer 

Nominated for mobile app category Vooch – Mobile Gutscheinwerbung Tobias Hann 

Nominated for mobile app category Cubotronic 3D Thomas Gieler 

1. place, FemPower category adaffix Claudia Pöpperl 

6 App Development in Vienna  

The alphabetical listing10 on the following pages will provide you with an overview of selected agencies and 
independent app developers from Vienna as well as those focusing on health and mobility. 

An overview of Vienna technology businesses is also provided by the Vienna Business Agency‘s Technology Platform. 
At technologieplattform.wirtschaftsagentur.at, Vienna businesses and institutions can present their innovative 
products, services and prototypes as well as their research expertise and find development partners and pilot 
customers.  

                                                                    
10 This list provides no claims to completeness 
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Company Since Staff Description References Contact Website E-Mail

aaa - all about apps 2011 30

all about app, with locations in Vienna and Munich, is among the leading 
providers of mobile solutions in German-speaking countries. The company 
has already developed over 300 apps with over 100 million downloads for 
well-known customers from the areas of manufacturing, commerce, medicine 
and finance. all about apps stands for the highest quality in developing 
mobile solutions. In cooperation with ISO-certified processes and the 
knowledge of creative experts, the company consults its customers through 
the entire life cycle of a mobile app.

The customers of all about apps include A1, Erste Bank, Novartis, Spar, Porsche, 
Mayr-Melnhof, Kartog AG and Rosenbauer.

aaa - all about apps GmbH
Siebenbrunnengasse 17 / TOP 3

A-1050 Wien
Tel +43 1 5471273

Contact person:
Michael Steiner

www.allaboutapps.at office@allaboutapps.at

advantage apps 2011 11

advantage:apps develop (mobile) websites, online portals, apps and digital 
solutions. As a full-service agency, advantage:apps is not only a technical 
partner, but also provides consulting, design, technical implementation of 
digital solutions and marketing of all services from a single source. The 
advantage:apps team combines competence in the areas of web / mobile, 
advertising / marketing and business consulting.

Showcase customers of advantage: apps are for example the Republic of Austria with 
the official app for the Austrian Parliament and Bank Austria, for which the corporate 
client portal "Online Business" as well as the e-magazine app (digital publishing) were 
designed. An interesting in-house development is the advantage SalesBox, a mobile tablet-
based sales support solution. Other references include the Vienna University of 
Technology - building and technology, the US Commercial Service, Kronen-
Zeitung, Kleine Zeitung, FH St. Pölten, Wohnservice Vienna, the pharmaceutical 
companies biogen idec and Sanova as well as soccer platform fanreport.

advantage apps GmbH
Leopold Mosesgasse 4/2/2A

A-1020 Wien
Tel +43 1 8905294

Contact person:
Thomas Höchtl

www.advantage-apps.com office@advantage-apps.com

alysis 2011 9

The alysis team provides support and assistance in managing IT challenges 
and has its focus in the areas of app development (Android, iOS and related 
backend services with web technologies), web development and user 
experience. Great user experience and well thought through usability are of 
special concern to them. Besides all the technical requirements, one should 
like to apply the solutions and they should "be intuitive in the user's hands."

Developed the "COPD Help" app, an app to support the everyday life of chronic 
obstructive lung patients. Furthermore, a "Urticaria" app for the Austrian Lung Union, 
which was elected app of the week by Netdoktor with full points for usability, medical 
content and data protection; as well as the multilingual "Urticaria" app for the Global 
Allergy and Asthma Patient Platform. Further apps include "Weinmaleins," the app to 
remember and share fine wines with BAR / QR code scanners and crowdsourcing of the 
wine database. With the "RePic - Picture Reminder" app nothing will be forgotten. 
Open the app, take a photo, adjust the time of the memorable moment and done.

alysis GmbH
Schrotzbergstraße 6/1

A-1020 Wien
Tel +43 1 9463992

Contact person:
Sandra Murth

www.alysis.at office@alysis.at

Anyline (9yards) 2013 12

As a computer vision startup, Anyline specializes in achieving the most 
accurate and fast text recognition on smart phones and smart glasses. The 
flexible tool kit, which can scan all kinds of letter combinations, numbers and 
codes, is installed on customer applications and adapted to the respective Use 
Case. Unlike competitors, our software also runs without a server 
infrastructure on the mobile device.

Customers like E.ON, Karlsberg, Red Bull Mobile and the United Nations count on 
Anyline for their scanning solutions. Here, things like passports are scanned for access 
control, end-clients can easily perform meter readings from home themselves and 
marketing departments are starting innovative campaigns which involve scanning voucher 
and lottery codes on smart phones.

9yards GmbH
Hofmühlgasse 17/23

A-1060 Wien
Tel +43 1 9972856

Contact person:
Lukas Kinigadner

www.anyline.io contact@9yards.at

atwork information 
technology

1999 8

The agency specializes in the development and design of Windows 8 apps. 
They offer consulting, training and implementation of cloud computing, 
classical web portals, social media campaigns, blogs and Web 2.0 projects as 
well as software development services and enterprise solutions.

They developed for example, a ViennaApp, for the apps4austria competition. You can get 
information about all public services offered by the City of Vienna with this app. These 
services include public transport, bus stops, Citybike and taxi locations, disabled parking 
and other public service locations. Furthermore, a "Culture;App", which provides all 
current events of the City of Vienna daily in one convenient app. The data comes from the 
Open Government Data Catalog of Vienna. 

atwork information technology gmbh
Kreilplatz 1

A-1190 Wien
Tel +43 1 3708390

Contact person:
Martina Grom

www.atwork.at office@atwork.at

Companies Mobile Apps
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bitsfabrik 2014 12

bitfabrik is your project partner for individual app and web development. We 
bring your content to smart phones and tablets, smart TVs and desktops in 
high quality. The bitfabrik team has years of experience in native app 
development, back-end systems and developing websites that enables them to 
supply everything one-handedly from conception and development to app 
store optimization and marketing.

Bitfabrik designed and developed the media library ATVsmart for ATV as a web platform 
and Hbb TV solution. For Hitradio Ö3, the native mobile apps were implemented, one of 
the greatest in the country with over 1 million downloads, including gamification and Apple 
Watch development. win2day trusted bitfabrik with the conception and implementation 
of the complete game offers for mobile apps. bitfabrik was responsible for the classic 
streaming service fidelio for the iOS and Android apps and for their implementation on 
tvOS and fireTV. Thanks to mobile apps, a seamless solution for integrating program 
guides and live streaming was developed for simpliTV. The company highlights its 
comprehensive expertise in streaming with its professional audio recorder app for Lewitt 
audio.

bitsfabrik GmbH
Maria-Jacobi-Gasse 1 

MQM 3.4 
A-1030 Wien 

 Tel +43 664 510 87 86

Contact person:
Patrick Kastner

www.bitsfabrik.com office@bitsfabrik.com

Blue Monkeys 2000 17

With their aptly formulated motto "your success is our banana!" the Blue 
Monkeys have been operating for more than 15 years as a digital agency in 
the market. They realize applications for mobile shopping, infotainment, 
marketing, productivity and for various business processes for all operating 
systems and optimize existing or new web pages for use on mobile devices.

Over 700 projects implemented, including established apps for customers like Wien 
Energie, MAM Babyartikel, UNIQA or das Haus der Musik. Their “Extra Sausage 
App” is noteworthy among others for Wien Energy, the MAM Baby Journal App from 
MAM Baby Article, with which tens of thousands of parents celebrate the nicest 
experiences and most important milestones of their children.

Blue Monkeys GmbH
Leopoldsgasse 6-8/15

A-1020 Wien
Tel +43 1 7153441

Contact person:
Gerald Aichholzer

www.bluemonkeys.at g.aichholzer@bluemonkeys.at

blockhaus medienagentur 2008 5

As a multimedia agency, blockhaus offers concept, design and development of 
individual entertainment software. The focus is on mobile apps and online 
games for iOS and Android smartphones and tablets. Another area of 
business is the development of web applications as well as indoor navigation 
for apps (in collaboration with indoo.rs ).

Developed the official Lifeball App, 2014 in collaboration with indoo.rs. Development of 
E-Day: 14 app for the Austrian Chamber of Commerce with innovative indoor 
technology for events and development of a wine app for the Vinum 2014 with real 
indoor navigation. More Apps were done for crown, Men's Health and Agramarkt 
Austria (apple educational game app) for example.

blockhaus medienagentur OG
Stiftgasse 25/2
A-1070 Wien

Tel +43 1 9572622

Contact person:
Oliver Planche

http://blockhaus-medien.at/ buero@blockhaus-medien.at

bluesource 2001 40

blue source—mobile solutions gmbh develops software solutions for well-
known companies from various industries like manufacturing, commerce and 
insurance, and also works on tools in the areas of mobile marketing, mobile 
payment and mobile commerce. One of the most famous products developed 
by bluesource is “mobile pocket”—a loyalty & couponing HUB to which other 
wallets and the company’s own app “mobile pocket” are also connected. 
Merchants can record numerous wallets with their contents over a portal.

References include the Bipa app, Merkur app, Apo app, or myPelletronic app from 
Ökofen. They provided the Vodafone wallet with “mobile-pocket” so that Vodafone 
customers can store customer, bonus and loyalty cards in their digital wallet and receive 
offers.  Furthermore, they developed the Blue Code app for making payments from bank 
accounts in real time via mobile devices.

bluesource - mobile solutions gmbh
Capistrangasse 4/6

A-1060 Wien
Tel +43 7236 3343-900

Contact person:
Wolfgang Stockner

www.bluesource.at office@bluesource.at

CALISTA 1999 9

Use innovations of the mobile industry in the form of novel mobile 
applications with high quality. Technologies such as GPS and UMTS are the 
basis for their modern WAP, J2ME and SMS services. Additionally, they 
create custom mobile solutions for all industries.

Developments for Erste Bank, A1, viadonau, Rapid Wien and Red Bull Mobile. In 
cooperation with MangoBits, a Viennese specialist for iPhone, iPad and Android apps, 
applications made by Calista get formatted for the iPhone. Development partnership with 
wayfinder for Speed Alert and Wayfinder Outdoor.

Oberreiter & Dandachi OG
Josefstädter Straße 11/24

A-1080 Wien
Tel +43 1 40330640

Contact person:
Raimund Oberreiter

www.calista.at office@calista.at

CELLULAR 1999 80

Offices in Vienna and Hamburg (headquarters). Major brands and media 
companies are CELLULAR's specialty. They do development for mobile 
devices and offer smart TV solutions. As a full-service agency, CELLULAR 
always offers its customers comprehensive solutions from a single source, in 
terms of strategy, consulting, conception, design, project management, 
technical implementation, quality management and support.

Developed the Alpine Ski World Cup 2013-14 second screen app for the Austrian 
Broadcasting Corporation, ORF. It was No. 1 on the download charts in the Austrian 
iTunes Store within twelve hours, according to the company. At peak times the app was 
accessed 125,000 times per minute. They also developed the ZDFheute app, Daily 
Show, ZDFmediathek app World Cup 2014, NZZ (Zurich newspaper), 
Hagebaumarkt, ECE app (developed the payment function "Click & Collect"), 
TUI Cruises and many more.

CELLULAR Austria
Hermanngasse 18

A-1070 Vienna
Tel +43 1 323601010

Contact person:
Roman Kocholl

www.cellular.at info@cellular.at
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Control Center Apps 2013 4

Start-up in 2013 with focus on "mission-critical mobile applications."  Control 
Center here means control centers that are responsible for the handling of 
emergency calls and dispostion of workforces in the context of public safety. 
Smartphones can be included in this area, which often serve as the basis for 
an emergency call. Additionally, further information such as location or 
photos can be sent and used as well with a smartphone.

Control Center Apps GmbH
Phorusgasse 8/9

A-1040 Wien
Tel +43 664 608502347

Contact person:
Martin Oliva

www.controlcenterapps.com office@controlcenterapps.com

creative workline 2004 12

creative workline is one of the first app development companies in the 
German-speaking realm and assists entrepreneurs and companies to realize 
innovative app products. The agency team specializes in demanding mobile 
app solutions for Android, iOS and HTML5/web. The company has locations 
in Berlin and Vienna, and develops its own proprietary products as well, 
primarily in the area of location-based services.

For example, customers include the Austrian Post, PayPal, T-Mobile, Spar, OGM, 
webgears and Faxonline. Among others, the first version of the Wunderlist app by 6 child 
prodigies for Android and Windows Phone, as well as the PocketScan app for the Swiss 
startup Dacuda. The proprietary products include, among others, SimpleMapp (location-
based app-CMS), NewFaces.io (communication app for chatting with people in the 
immediate vicinity), OneTouch Location (GPS tracking app) and Tourality (GPS 
outdoor game). creative workline was a GEWINN Young Entrepreneur in 2007 in the area 
of E-Business and IT, and nominated for the Best Real World Game 2011 award for 
Tourality.

creative workline GmbH
Piaristengasse 11 / 1-3

A-1080 Vienna, Austria
Tel +43 1 3059571

Contact person:
Klemens Zleptnig

www.creativeworkline.at wien@creativeworkline.com

CSS Computer-Systems-
Support

1995 32

CSS develops customized software solutions for medium and large 
companies, including apps and mobile websites. The CSS team is heavily 
involved in the development of software for mobile devices technically and in 
terms of specific requirements for usability, screen design and project 
management. It offers comprehensive project support and supports the client 
from the idea through to the finished software solution.

References include an app for the sales staff of Kapsch and the "fem:HELP" app on 
behalf of the Federal Chancellery, which helps women in emergency situations. A home 
control app for Eaton ("xComfort Smart Home") and the "WeatherServicePlus" app 
for the Vienna Insurance Group were implemented by CSS. Other clients include 
companies such as AMA, Siemens and Frequentis.

CSS Computer-Systems-Support GmbH
Landstraßer Hauptstraße 167

A-1030 Wien
Tel +43 1 7121821

Contact person:
Sven Schweiger

www.cssteam.at office@cssteam.at

cybertime 2011 10
App and game development. Create digital solutions in VFX, animation, post-
production, web, apps, social media and games. Winner of the Content Award 
2011 with the Crazy Hedgy game app.

Content Award for Hedgy Crazy game app (2011). It's the first independently developed 
3D jump'n'run game of the Vienna VFX and animation studio Cybertime. Developed the 
Visual Furniture app (roll out 2015) for the German market, the first 3D planning and 
ordering software for upholstered furniture available on the market, as well as mobile 
games Dust Fighter and Infinite Power for BOSCH internationally. They developed 
the mobile app REGSim for the transformer and voltage control manufacturer A. 
Eberle, which simulates a voltage regulator for tapped transformers under real operating 
conditions. Thus individual adjustments and busbar parallel operation can be calculated 
and planned.

cybertime GmbH
Mariahilferstraße 113

A-1060 Wien
Tel +43 1 718550050

Contact person:
Raffael Leb

http://cybertime.at r.leb@cybertime.at

Digitalsunray Media 2007 13

Digitalsunray is a digital full-service agency focusing on cross-platform 
developments, mobile marketing, digital ads, and media planning. 
Digitalsunray is responsible for implementing creative solutions in the digital 
mobile campaign field and mobile media planning for well-known national 
and international brands and developed a technical solution for Key media 
companies and publishers like willhaben.at or Laola1.tv with ADvantage, a 
marketing SDK and web framework, for the frictionless delivery of innovative 
rich media campaigns in their mobile digital portal and apps portfolio. 

Digitalsunray develops native and hybrid apps for MA48, the Mobilitätsagentur, the 
Tourismus-Plattform SmartCityCards, GLOBAL2000 Bienencheck and for startups 
like AbHof or myMovie.guru. Moreover, Digitalsunray develops and provides 
consulting services for well-known agencies with mobile surveys (UI/UX, web 
development, app development, mobile marketing). In web development, a mobile first 
navigation concept can be implemented with “Kompassnavigation”, which offers an 
optimized UX especially for the mobile lifestyle. Open Government Data (OGD) is an area 
in which Digitalsunray developed expertise very early and took part in many projects. 
These projects include 48er App, the WienzuFuß app and the inhouse app development 
„hereinVienna”, which offers a stylish view of interesting and unconventional places in 
Vienna including the augmented reality (AR) feature.

Digitalsunray Media GmbH
Otto-Bauer-Gasse 6/2

A-1060 Wien
Tel +43 1 9206633

Contact person:
Gerhard Günther

www.digitalsunray.com office@digitalsunray.com

DonkeyCat 2012 4

The DonkeyCat company develops gaming apps for mobile devices. Core 
competencies are the development of casual mobile games with a focus on 
intuitive operation, multiplayer features and great recognition value. 
Concentration is primarily on developing apps for traditional card games.

Transformed the card games "Schnapsen" and "Hosn Obi," which are especially popular 
in Austria and neighboring countries, into apps. Schnapsen Online has since been 
downloaded over 400,000 times on iOS and Android.

DonkeyCat GmbH
Phorusgasse 8/8

A-1040 Wien
Tel +43 676 9171879

Contact person:
Gerald Novak

www.donkeycat.com office@donkeycat.com
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EBCONT 2002 220

Branches of business such as enterprise software development, business 
analysis, software quality assurance and management consulting (technology 
finding, process definition/optimization), in addition to mobile app 
development (primarily iPhone/iPad/Android), integration of Big Data 
databases and implementing IT infrastructure solutions, are among the daily 
project work carried out by EBCONT. Moreover, the company has marketing 
experts in the area of online and mobile communication and great expertise 
in the conceptualization and implementation of GUI projects.

Mobile apps recently made by EBCONT include the ORF Soccer App, an education 
platform named ViaMedici and a check points app for Wiener Wohnen. Other 
references include the Campus app, the Kittelcoah app (ebook library) or zkm 
Produced@ (for the center for art and media technology in Karlsruhe).

EBCONT enterprise technologies GmbH
Millennium Tower, 
Handelskai 94-96

A-1200 Vienna, Austria
Tel +43 664 6065 1501

Contact person:
Christian Tesch

www.ebcont.com office@ebcont.com

Emakina 1999 85
New Media Agency in Austria, which covers the entire digital value chain. 
Internet and IT services, multimedia, as well as content, dialogue, mobile, 
online and social media marketing.

Developed, for example, the BILLA app (freshly cooked, Yes! naturally), the website and 
the app for BauMax, or  SOS Children's Village.

Emakina Central & Eastern Europe GmbH
Weyringergasse 30

A-1040 Wien
Tel +43 1 3156721

Contact person:
Christian Handler

www.diamonddogs.cc office@diamonddogs.cc

evolaris 2000 35

The Innovation center EVOLARIS realizes the potential of digital networking 
and attracts people’s attention to the center. The primarily focus lies in the 
conception and development of digital assistance systems; the employees and 
customers provide support with consuming context-specific information at 
the right time and at the right place. EVOLARIS guarantees solutions with 
unique user experiences with accompanying acceptance inquiries and a high-
quality system design.

EVOLARIS develops digital assistance systems for wearables and mobile end devices for 
industry companies such as AV List, AT&S, and SECOP, and within the scope of national 
and international research projects around the topic of Industry 4.0. Well-known Austrian 
companies in the commerce sector such as the Austria lotteries, Raiffeisen’s central 
marketing service and Shopping City Seiersberg count on the multi-channel customer 
loyalty programs developed by EVOLARIS, which supports an optimal customer 
experience.

evolaris
Spittelberggasse 3 II/6

A-1070 Wien
Tel +43 664 8414435

Contact person:
Christian Adelsberger

www.evolaris.net office@evolaris.net

Fluxguide 2010 4

Fluxguide develops solutions for mobile knowledge transfer, visitor 
information systems and new learning - for clients worldwide. For indoors, 
outdoors, museums, events, walking trails, fairs, hotels, cities or enterprises: 
as apps for smart phones, multimedia guides and touchscreens - available in 
multiple languages.

The Wiener Märkte app, the EULE app (environmental education), and the Wiener 
Wasserweg app have already been implemented for the city of Vienna. The Vienna 
Markets app offers background information for Vienna retail markets, including catalogs 
with product categories, opening hours, etc. Other Vienna clients include the Vienna 
Chamber of Commerce (“Ladezonen App”), the Raiffeisen Zentral Bank/Message, 
the Vienna Art House, the MAK, and the Art History Museum. Further, Fluxguide 
delivers tailored solutions with international partners in the USA, South America, the 
Middle East, Asia and Australia. Prizes: Mingo Award 2011, Global Born Champion Award 
2015, BIZ Award 2015.

Fluxguide Ausstellungssysteme GmbH
Burggasse 7-9/9

A - 1070 Vienna, Austria
Tel +43 1 9974214

Contact person:
Dr. Kasra Seirafi

www.fluxguide.com office@fluxguide.com

IQ mobile 2006 24

Description: IQ mobile is the special conversion unit for all mobile 
technologies and communication solutions. They are mobile marketing 
experts in the fields of consulting and strategy, implementation and 
development of customized solutions as well as mobile advertising.

App development references include for example the mobile app for the paysafecard, an 
anonymous prepaid payment medium. References in the areas of Automotive / Transport / 
Logistics, Finance / Insurance, FMCG / retail, IT / telecommunications, media, tourism, 
entertainment / events, associations / clubs. For example, IKEA FAMILY card app. The 
customer card for IKEA customers in the FMCG / trade area. For example, moveguard. 
The individual training planner and companion with individual endurance training 
program for returnees and advanced athletes including health check.

IQ mobile GmbH
Weyrgasse 8/11

A-1030 Wien
Tel +43 664 2453366

Contact person:
Harald Winkelhofer

www.iq-mobile.at info@iq-mobile.at
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mquadr.at 2001 45

mquadr.at is the leading European tech company for digital self-care & 
customer experience solutions in the telecommunication sector. Its core 
competencies are user-friendly self-service tools for automating customer 
support processes and consulting.

Mquadr.at counts leading international telecommunication providers like Swisscom, 
KPN, Deutsche Telekom and A1 Telekom Austria among its customers. For A1 
Telekom Austria, they developed a WiFi self-care app for WiFi optimization and modem 
management.

mquadr.at software engineering und 
consulting GmbH

Albertgasse 35/Top 15
A-1080 Wien

Tel +43 1 505 40 50 

Contact person:
Markus Pöhl

www.mquadr.at office@mquadr.at

Netural 1998 55

The Digital Media Agency, Netural, with locations in Linz, Vienna and 
Stuttgart offers comprehensive services in the field of digital transformation, 
from social media marketing to the realization of apps with augmented reality 
for example. They operate their own lab in which internal and external 
experts from different fields work together for the duration of a project. This 
results in creative solutions for customers and  Netural's own products as 
well.

They developed, for example, the Swarovski Crystal Collection app or UniCredit a 
highly innovative customer service app for Bank Austria. The engineering company 
Untha received a compelling, virtual presence for a non-run of the mill product, with the 
UTHActive AR app. They developed an augmented reality module for the daily paper 
der Standard to extend the existing newsstand app and for adidas, the adidas eyewear 
brand app. The Roomle app has been conceived and developed as the first spin-off of 
Netural.

Netural GmbH
Neustiftgasse 32-34

A-1070 Wien
Tel +43 1 8909030

Contact person:
Albert J. Ortig

www.netural.com albert.ortig@netural.com

Nordcut 2014 4

NORDCUT is an Austrian design and software company. The company's 
activity revolves around design services for conception and software 
development of mobile apps on the one hand, and the conception and 
software development of mobile applications on the other.
The company core competency of Nordcut lies in strategic design and product 
development. They conceive, design, develop and sell apps, digital platforms 
and services.

Redesign of the “BeamBeta” app and software development of a BeamBeta widget 
prototype for the BeamBeta app of the Neue Urbane Mobilitaet Wien GmbH.

NORDCUT GmbH
Loquaiplatz 12/7

A - 1060 Vienna, Austria
Phone: +43 1 99716 68

 Contact persons:
Rene Horvath
René Assinger 

www.nordcut.com office@nordcut.com

Nous 2006 22
The multimedia agency Nous, with subsidiaries in the USA and Denmark, 
originally distinguished itself with exhibition guides and apps for art and 
cultural institutions, but is now also established in mobile app development.

References include, for example, installations and apps for the Vienna Art History 
Museum,  MAK, the ORF TVthek app, apps for Spar, the Austrian lotteries, ORF - 
TVthek, Ö3, Ö1, Lexis Nexis, diePresse, the Norddeutschen Rundfunk and 
Mercedes. Even international brands such as Anheuser Busch, Red Bull and oakley 
are among their clients.

NOUS Wissensmanagement GmbH
Ullmannstraße 16

A-1150 Wien
Tel +43 1 2365891

Contact person:
Wolfgang Schreiner

www.nousguide.com info@nousguide.com

ovos 2004 20

ovos developed many educational games, but also apps that were not 
educational games. Since ovos started in 2004, it has been their belief that 
people assimilate new content best when they have fun doing it. They realize 
all of their projects based on this belief. With ovos applications users learn 
about issues of interest to them in a fun and playful way.

Content Award winner 2013, as well as several international awards for the learning game 
Ludwig. Mobile games for the Ministry of Life (water quiz - the knowledge quiz about the 
Danube, playDanube and energy-saving coach from klima:activ). Augmented reality apps 
for aspern the seaside town of Vienna and Volkswagen as well as apps for post.at, 
OMV, Goethe Institute, Öbf, OeNB, Three Coins, etc.

ovos media gmbh
Schottenfeldgasse 60/36-38

A-1070 Wien
Tel +43 1 89033890

Contact person:
Jörg Hofstätter

www.ovos.at office@ovos.at

s4w straight4ward 2013 2

Competences in the field of web, mobile and custom software development. 
Through their expertise and by means of a wide network of specialists, they 
can cover large parts of the project. This includes requirements analysis, 
concept development, graphic / design, implementation, as well as hosting 
and post-support.

References include for example the Vienna Rent Calculator app of the MA 25, which 
includes communication with a city of Vienna open data interface for determining a 
specific address.

s4w straight4ward GmbH
Mariahilferstraße 136 / Top 2.02 

A-1150 Wien
Tel +43 1 23672895202

Contact person:
Constantin Köck

www.straight4ward.at c.koeck@straight4ward.at
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SELSYS Software Solutions 
GmbH

2006 25

SELSYS is a renowned engineering partner of industry and research 
specializing in the area of technical informatics. The Austrian company 
drafts, among others, products and solutions focusing on object localization. 
SELSYS is also involved with the development of mobile applications for 
tourism and leisure industry using modern data transfer technologies.

Selsys has developed the greatest fun and leisure platform in the German-speaking world 
with the fununo app. It is the perfect leisure companion and directs fun-seekers to the 
best leisure attractions in their vicinity or in a certain region. With a collection of more 
than 3000 attractions in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and South Tyrol, it is child's play 
for users to find the best high ropes courses, mini golf courses, summer toboggan runs, 
indoor playgrounds, and much more in their surroundings. In addition, our users can load 
action photos onto their mobile phones and share them with friends at all fununo photo 
points immediately and free of charge using the “My Action Pics” function.

SELSYS Software Solutions GmbH 
Dresdner Strasse 68

A-1200 Vienna, Austria
T: +43 1 2712121–0

                    
Contact person:
Florian Danner

www.selsys.com

www.fununo.com

info@selsys.com

info@fununo.com

Simpleloop IT GmbH 2014 3

Simpleloop develops high quality, tailored solutions in the app and web area 
for corporate clients. The focus is on illustrating and digitalizing business 
processes. They bring digital business processes into the mobile world and 
help to promote innovations.

They developed an app for lineapp for audio communication over a WLAN network, 
which is employed for team communication at events, fairs, museums, hotels and 
restaurants. They developed an app for pagestrip for the area of digital publishing.

Simpleloop IT GmbH
Neumayrgasse 15 / Top 20

A-1160 Vienna, Austria
Tel +43 650 2002082

Contact person:
Thomas Kremmel

www.simpleloop.com hello@simpleloop.com

skilled Events and New 
Media

2006 7

Skilled Events and New Media mainly deals with services and activities in the 
field of interactive entertainment. In addition to programming of web 
applications such as Flash games, CMS based home pages or web-based 
infotainment applications, they are also active in app development.

They developed for example the "Pfitschi Gogerln" game for Wien Energie and SK Rapid 
and the Vienna energy district heat game. They developed an Android app for  Telering. 
For Ö3, Krone and ÖAMTC they transformed their own mobile operating system "bada" 
for Samsung apps.

skilled Events and New Media GmbH
Franz-Josefs-Kai 51

A-1010 Wien
Tel +43 1 2640053

Ansprechperson:
Stefan Baloh

www.skill3d.at office@skilled.at

Tailored Apps 2010 30

As a subsidiary of the Tailored Media Group, Tailored Apps has specialized in 
the design and development of mobile apps, web apps, mobile websites and 
hybrid apps. Tailored Apps became Austria's leading mobile agency within 4 
years. Tailored Digital does everything that entails web development. Tailored 
Performance generates downloads and traffic as one of the most innovative 
performance agencies. Tailored Innovation is responsible for the 
development of new innovative products and business models for companies 
and / or start-ups. COOLSHOP handles trade with innovative eCommerce 
solutions.

Funding Guide for the Vienna Business Agency, Hutchison Drei, Infoscreen, 
Willhaben, Kleine Zeitung, Kronen Zeitung, XXXLutz, diePresse, Wirtschaftsblatt, 
Salzburger Nachrichten, Checkrobin, Gewinn Magazin, Manz Verlag, Content Award 
Winner 2011 for the "Black Kappler App" and many more.

Tailored Media GmbH
Heiligenstädterstraße 31

A-1190 Wien
Tel +43 1 8902845

Contact person:
Dr. Maximilian Nimmervoll

www.tailored-apps.com office@tailored-apps.com

Techtalk 1993 40

Delivering Software with Impact. According to this claim, TechTalk works 
and supports companies in software development with agile methods. 
Industry focuses: banks/insurance agencies, public sector, online gaming, 
streets and infrastructure management.

Developed the online regulatory agency for the state of Berlin. Citizens distribute via app 
or browser messages and gain complete transparency over the activity of the regulatory 
agencies.For the Viennes start-up Klaiton TechTalk has developed a scalable cloud 
application to mediate consulting projects. The chatbot application for the basketball 
club Dukes Klosterneuburg offers public voting via messenger services.

TechTalk Software Support 
Handelsgesellschaft m.b.H.

Leonard-Bernstein Straße 10
A-1220 Wien

Tel +43 1 402359687

Contact person:
Christian Hassa

www.techtalk.at welcome@techtalk.at

TeleTrader Software Gmbh 1995 70

TeleTrader Software GmbH is a leading provider of real-time data, 
technology and solutions for the financial industry and specializes the 
development and sales of software for the areas of financial software 
applications, web and mobile applications (Teletrader apps), backoffice 
applications, and content providing.

TeleTrader’s customers include Raiffeisen Group, Hello Bank and Volksbanken. 
They have been on the market since 2012 with StockMarkets, a free trading app. They 
can provide course data from 7.5 million symbols where each symbol represents a stock, 
bond, commodity, or a currency. The Teletrader app has been downloaded nearly 300,000 
times worldwide and is one of the best-rated apps for stock trading (1,100 x 5 stars) in the 
app and play stores. The app is currently downloaded an average of 20,000 times each 
month, mostly in the US.

TeleTrader Software GmbH
Marc-Aurel-Straße 10-12

A-1010 Wien
Tel +43 1 5331656-0

Contact person:
Wolfgang Matzner

http://products.teletrader.com office@teletrader.com
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ViewAR 2007 12

In recent years, ViewAR has specialized in creating applications for 
augmented and virtual reality, which were distinguished as world-leading 
apps in Silicon Valley in the US. The application area extends from creating 
apps in the development sector, and the visualization of construction and 
architecture projects to implementation in sales optimization, such as for 
airfreight planning for Lufthansa Cargo. ViewAR applications are also usable 
with 3D glasses like HoloLens.

Other references include Intel, Lufthansa Cargo, Porr, Kare Design, Bang & 
Olufsen, Willisau, Interio, Steinway & Sons, Markilux, Royal Botania etc. ViewAR 
is currently working on creating "augmented remote assistance systems”, which can be 
displayed live to the user via remote support messages (care tips, arrows, explanations etc.) 
on his own device and dub audio messages so that employee support services can be 
directed to customers on-site and in an optimized fashion.

ViewAR GmbH
Porzellangasse 43/4

A-1090 Wien
Tel +43 1 2363434

Contact person:
Christina Meixner

www.viewar.com office@viewar.com

V-Play 2012 9

As the sole development agency in Austria, V-Play GmbH is able to rely on 
tools they've developed themselves for simplified creation of cross-platform 
apps and games for developing apps & games for iOS, Android & Windows 
Phone. As a vendor of the multiple award-winning V-Play Engine as the 
easiest-to-learn cross-platform tool, it also assists with the conception & 
design of internally developed apps. Their focus lies, through years of 
experience in the mobile arena, on retention, gamification and social 
experience.

For example, V-Play took on the technical implementation of the game SiGame, a serious 
game for learning sign language, which won the content award. In addition, V-Play is a 
partner of the Deutsche Telekom Group and T-Mobile for the implementation of in-
house apps as well as in the B2C area with over 1 million downloads.

V-Play GmbH
Kolonitzgasse 9/11-14

A-1030 Wien
Tel +43 650 4237482

Contact person:
Alex Leutgöb

v-play.net help@v-play.net

Waltzing Atoms 2015 3

Waltzing Atoms develops custom solutions for gamification, edutainment, 
continuing education, game training and augmented reality. The published 
apps distinguish themselves through platform independence, user-driven 
enhancement and social media challenges.

The Austrian Federal Ministry of Education brought the chemistry study app from 
Waltzing Atoms to Austrian schools. Other projects include building management software 
for the company bitmedia, nano-technology software for IMS Nanofabrication and 
back-end development for talentfy.me.

3DataX GmbH & Co KG
Lambrechtgasse 3/3

A-1040 Wien
Tel +43 650 546 50 31

Contact person:
Philipp Wissgott

www.waltzingatoms.com office@waltzingatoms.com

Wikitude 2009 26
Wikitude is one of the pioneers of the mobile augmented reality (AR) 
technology, and the company is behind a series of award-winning AR 
solutions for smart phones, tablets and smart glasses.

The Wikitude AR SDK and many free products are used by thousands of apps, brands, 
agencies, developers and AR enthusiasts for their projects. With tens of thousands of 
developer accounts and published AR apps, Wikitude is the world’s leading AR technology 
provider.

Wikitude GmbH
Büro Wien

Bisambergerstraße 15
A-2100 Korneuburg
Tel +43 662 243310

Contact person:
Philipp Breuss-Schneeweis

www.wikitude.com info@wikitude.com

anvartec 2010
anvartec set itself the purpose of creating unique and well-designed products 
for mobile platforms. Special attention is given by anvartec to research in the 
field of mobile augmented reality (AR) applications.

Content Award nomination in 2011 for the augmented reality app SOLight, which 
visualizes the exact path of the sun and is accessible from any location in Austria. 
Developed the "online hv" app for  innovative Austrian online property management. 
Development of iOS versions of VIENOM for the game Quisr.

Bernd Ruprechter
anvartec e.U.

Phorusgasse 8 
A-1040 Wien

Tel +43 676 7052690

www.anvartec.com office@anvartec.com

LV7 Media Services 2006

LV7 Media Services deals with user-oriented design and implementation of 
electronic applications. Their primary activity is research and development of 
search engine technology for automatic data extraction and algorithms for 
their processing. Currently, these approaches are being used especially for 
automatic content generation of various web platforms.

Developed, for example, the Lunch iPhone app for finding today's lunch menus in the 
specified area and the ALLiSEARCH.com app to get current location-based information.

Vincenz Leichtfried
LEICHTFRIED VINCENZ SEVEN MEDIA 

SERVICES
Zwerggrabengasse 27 / 12

A-1230 Wien
Tel +43 6606637736

www.lv7.at i@LV7.at

Mokey Arts 2008
Freelance Designer specializing in web design, mobile design and 
illustrations.

Developed the discover Vienna app "Story Hunter." Won the Wiener Stadtwerke Open 
Data Award with it and the Content Award 2013. Further references are the DietApp, 
Peach or Prune app, sports finder app, Gas Tracker app, Walk For Live app and 
the Freelance UI / UX Designer for Siemens CVC.

Barbara Irene Haider
Webgasse 19 
A-1060 Wien

Tel +43 676 6714301

www.mokey-arts.com office@mokey-arts.com

Freelance
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Smartcode
Self-employed app developer, apps for iPhone, iOS development, Android 
and Windows Phone 

Content Award 2012 for the Parking in Vienna app, developed with OGD data of the 
city. An app that automatically recognizes if you are in a short parking zone based on your 
current position and whether this is active at the moment.

Alexander Schuch
Johann Staudstr. 70 B8

A-1160 Wien
Tel +43 680 1318254

http://smartcode.at a.schuch@smartcode.at

Stephan Petzl
Independent programmer and multimedia designer with over 10 years 
experience. So far has worked on about 30 apps as an individual or as part of 
a team.

Won the 2012 Content Award with the "CutoutCam" app. Has worked for clients such as 
Neue Zürcher Zeitung, ORF, SRF Swiss Radio and Television, Cultural Forum 
in New York and Disney.

Stephan Petzl
Stephan's Studio
Gilgegasse 14/4

A-1090 Wien
Tel +43 650 5976437

www.stephanpetzl.com stephan.petzl@gmail.com

subzero.eu software 2012

subzero.eu software designs and develops iOS and Android Apps. It 
developed apps such as Wann, Wave and Zen Wars, which have been 
downloaded over a million times. In addition to producing its own apps, it 
designs and develops apps for other companies.

Content Award Nomination 2012 and 2013. Winner of Apps4Austria, Jury Award 
2013, Seamless Cities App Developer Camps 2014, European Space Agency App 
Challenge 2015 and the Open4Data award from the Federal Chancellor’s office. 
Our customers include Wien Holding, Unicredit and the Central Agency for 
Meteorology and Geodynamics.

Patrick Wolowicz
Tokiostrasse 3/1/29

A-1220 Wien
Tel +43 699 11057611

http://subzero.eu patrick@subzero.eu

Diagnosia 2011 17
Diagnosia was founded by a group of medical professionals, software 
developers and business managers with the purpose of developing innovative 
solutions for everyday clinical practice.

Developed a complete medication index, the Diagnosia Index, including an interaction 
checker app, called Diagnosia Check for clinical practice, which is available as a 
smartphone application.

Diagnosia Internetservices GmbH
Fillgradergasse 7/3

A-1060 Wien
Tel +43 660 4890975

Contact person:
Lukas Zinnagl

www.diagnosia.com/at support@diagnosia.com 

Hellomint 2012 6
Hellomint is a digital agency that specializes in the development of digital 
media and consultancy for marketing strategies in the health sector. They are 
a subsidiary of Diagnosia.

The existing doctor search app has been re-developed for the Austrian Medical 
Chamber. Hellomint was responsible for the development of all Diagnosia apps 
(Diagnosia Index / Check / Aid / ICD 10). Development of an event app for Novartis. 
Development of an app for preoperative patient education for AniMedical. Consulting on 
digital strategies for Roche, AstraZeneca, Merck and Amgen.

Hellomint GmbH
Fillgradergasse 7/3

A-1060 Wien
Tel +43 650 6368906

Contact person:
Fritz Höllerer

www.hellomint.com f.hollerer@hellomint.com 

mySugr 2011 41

A Viennese company that specializes in the areas of diabetes education and 
diabetes management. Many members of the team are diabetics themselves. 
The purpose of mySugr is to improve the lives of people with diabetes, and 
provide them with products and services that facilitate their everyday life with 
the disease. Investors include, inter alia, the Business Angel Johann 
Hansmann, the investor group Püspök and the German Digital Health 
Investor XLHealth.

The portfolio includes several apps that make life with diabetes easier, as well as the 
mySugr Academy, an online education program for diabetics. The mySugr Diary app 
is used by more than 170,000 people worldwide and is approved as a medical product in 
the EU and the US. The mySugr company is ISO13485 certified.

mySugr GmbH 
Hofmühlgasse 17/23

A - 1060 Wien
 Tel +43 699 11109779

 
Contact person:

Frank Westermann

http://mysugr.com/de/ support@mysugr.com

teamworx 
mediamanagement

2004 20

The main project of the teamworx media management GmbH is the digital 
health campus from vielgesundheit.at Behind this is a young and innovative 
team from Digital Natives. After relaunching the portal in July with an 
integrated learning management system (LMS), doctors, pharmacists and 
nurses can complete their required continuing education credits.

The continuing education offer is based on the didactic concept of “Micro Learnings”: 
small course units in short steps. The entire program was completely optimized for mobile 
devices. Moreover, vielgesundheit.at distinguishes itself from other providers with its 
expertise in film and animation. In addition to e-learning, it also offers specialized 
information, events and news from the health care industry.  The medQZ app will finally 
be launched in the beginning of 2017. Here, players can answer questions, collect points 
and develop their knowledge in single payer or team mode—the motto: learning with fun!

teamworx mediamanagement GmbH
Sommerhaidenweg 124/1

A-1190 Wien
Tel +43 1 8905965

Contact person:
Zara Auferbauer

www.vielgesundheit.at office@vielgesundheit.at

Health
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Fluidtime 2004 37

Fluidtime is Austria's leading provider of mobility information systems. Since 
2004, Fluidtime develops and operates user-friendly software solutions and 
mobile services in the areas of integrated mobility, traffic management and 
operator services for its customers. Fluidtime software products have received 
numerous awards. Successful public transport companies across Europe 
count on Fluidtime innovations.

Fluidtime developed the Öffi-App qando for the Vienna public transport system and has 
a major part in the development of the mobility platform smile - simply participate mobile. 
Customers and partners such as ASFiNAG, Holding Graz, Kapsch TrafficCom, Linz Linien, 
ÖAMTC, ÖBB, ORF Ö3 traffic editorial, Salzburg AG, SWARCO Futurit, Stadtwerke 
Klagenfurt, Transport Association Stuttgart, Transport Association Aachen, ViaDonau, 
VOR, Vienna networks, Wiener Linien and Wiener Stadtwerke have been using Fluidtime 
as a trusted partner.

Fluidtime Data Services GmbH
Neubaugasse 12-14/25

A - 1070 Wien
Tel + 43 1 5860 180

Contact person:
Michael Kieslinger

www.fluidtime.com office@fluidtime.com

indoo.rs 2010 19

Based in Lower Austria with a development office in Vienna and branch 
office in Silicon Valley, the start-up company, supported by the Vienna 
Business Agency and others, develops and licenses software for precise 
positioning and navigation in interior spaces.  In interior spaces, GPS signals 
are limited as a result of orientation in larger buildings. Using Bluetooth Low 
Energy Beacons (e.g. iBeacons) and specially developed algorithms, indoo.rs 
completely opens up new ways and opportunities to explore buildings and use 
location-based services like proximity marketing, analytics and asset tracking 
for both B2B customers and end-users. Whether for airports and shopping 
malls, or for heavy industries and high security solutions, there are almost no 
limits to the areas of application.

indoo.rs won the "Jungunternehmer Wettbewerb" 2012, was nominated for the 
Mercur Award in 2013 and was listed as a Gartner Cool Vendor in 2016, among other 
achievements. Its customers include San Francisco Airport, KLM Airlines, 
Swisscom, Konica Minolta, High Point Market, Copenhagen Fashion Trade 
Show, Immofinanz Group, etc.
One current project in the US is High Point Market, the largest furniture and interior 
fair in the world. With indoo.rs, visitors can position themselves effortlessly in the 
exhibition areas over 37,000 square meters, and can easily and quickly navigate themselves 
through masses of people to the desired exhibitor.

indoo.rs GmbH
Vienna Office
Phorusgasse 8 
A-1040 Wien

Tel +43 720 115980

Contact person:
Bernd Gruber

http://indoo.rs/ contact@indoo.rs

INS 2014 10

Insider Navigation Systems is a subsidiary of the card emotion corporation. 
They are active in the area of augmented reality and specializes in the 
development of navigation systems for indoor spaces. INS works together 
closely with the Technical University of Vienna (TU Wien).

INS developed the Personal Indoor Assistant, a navigation system for indoor areas 
such as shopping centers, airports, exhibitions and other publicly accessible buildings. The 
company is the first to offer indoor navigation without the need for other hardware to be 
used.

INS Insider Navigation Systems GmbH
Gartengasse 8

Top 6
A-1050 Vienna, Austria

Tel +43 1 3619920

Contact person:
Marcel Aberle

http://insidernavigation.com/ office@insidernavigation.com 

mgSolutions 2009 1

mgSolutions has specialized in web and mobile solutions since the beginning 
of the smartphone era (2009), from concept to commercialization and 
operation of mobile apps and Internet-based services. Their involvement in 
projects well known in the city of Vienna, such as "qando," "Vienna eats," 
"Wurstlas" or "moosify," created a perfect base of experience and contacts to 
be able to offer services such as feasibility and design ideas, interaction 
design and user experience, do's and don'ts for apps, development and design 
or marketing of apps.

App developments, especially with the product "Pins." "Pins" is a location-based service 
that allows the user to manage sites and to dynamically provide information through 
multiple channels (apps, advertising media, interactive maps and web pages). References 
include the "World2Skate" app, the "Standl app," the "Open Pins Vienna" app and 
the "Lunch app." Further references can be found at www.mgsolutions.at.

mgSolutiosn e.U.
Landstraßer Hauptstraße 100/11

A-1030 Wien
Tel +43 680 1455785

Contact person:
Markus Grobbauer

www.mgsolutions.at office@mgsolutions.at

Mobility
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Technology reports are available on the following topics: 
 
Cloud Computing 
Big Data Open Data 
Mobile Apps 
E-Health 
E-Government 
Emerging Technologies 
IT-Security 
User Centered Design 
Enterprise Software 
Visual Computing 
Entertainment Computing 
 
The digital versions can be found at https://viennabusinessagency.at/technology/technology-location-vienna/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At technologieplattform.wirtschaftsagentur.at Viennese can present their innovative products, services and prototypes 
as well as their research experience to enterprises and institutions in the technology sector and find development 
partners and pilot customers.  
 
The information and networking support offered in the key areas of information and communication technologies, 

energy, environment, mobility & construction, production technology, and process engineering is funded by the 

"Intersectoral platform for technology developers project”, part of the EFRE’s Investments in Growth and 

Employment in Austria, 2014 - 2020 programme. 
 
 

 


